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ABSTRACT—In health care, trust is a foundational concept. Patients must trust that their medical practitioners are competent to treat them. The trustworthiness of medical practitioners encourages patients to disclose intimate facts about their medical issues. Further, patients must trust health care providers to demonstrate impartial concern for the patients’ well-being, also known as fidelity. In providing care, the needs of the patients, rather than financial incentives, must drive medical practitioners. Without this trust, patients may not cooperate with diagnosis and treatment. In addition to trusting providers, care outcomes are better if patients trust the health care system as a whole.

This Essay examines the importance of the government’s role in building and maintaining trust in health care providers and the health care system. Due to programs such as Medicare and Medicaid, the government is a “participant-payer” in the health care system as well as a “regulator-enforcer” of the system. As regulator-enforcer, the government has many laws and regulations aimed at promoting trustworthy conditions between patients, health care providers, and the health care system. For example, the Anti-Kickback Statute prohibits all health care providers that participate in federal health care programs from benefitting financially from referrals to other providers. It is a criminal law that has substantial penalties attached to it.

While the government’s efforts to promote trustworthy conditions as regulator-enforcer are not without criticism, most of the focus has been on the government’s failure (as participant-payer) to design a payment system that properly incentivizes health care providers to deliver cost-efficient quality care that prioritizes the well-being of patients. Historically, Medicare and Medicaid have used a fee-for-service reimbursement mechanism which reimburses providers for every item or service provided. This incentivizes providers to increase the volume of care, which drives up the costs of providing health care without improving patient outcomes. Thus, fee-for-service reimbursement misaligns the incentives of providers because it serves as an enticement for providers to put their financial aspirations above their patients’ well-being.
The government’s newest reimbursement method—value-based reimbursement—requires the government to pay for outcomes rather than volume of services. With value-based reimbursement, providers take on financial risk based on the quality of care they provide. Value-based reimbursement promotes relationships between providers and continuity of care. Thus, it also has the potential to increase trust in health care providers and the system as a whole because it takes away some of the improper financial incentives inherent in fee-for-service reimbursement.

While value-based reimbursement is promising, it carries its own fraud risks, such as manipulation of quality data, which are not currently addressed by the fraud and abuse laws. This Essay maintains that if value-based reimbursement is going to be successful at realigning incentives, the government as regulator-enforcer must enact criminal fraud laws and regulations to address the fraud risks in value-based reimbursement. Without assurance that the government is closely monitoring fraud and protecting the interests of patients, patients may not trust value-based reimbursement which could ultimately undermine trust in providers and the health care system.
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INTRODUCTION

In health care, trust is a foundational concept. Patients must trust that their medical practitioners are competent to treat them. The trustworthiness of medical practitioners encourages patients to disclose intimate facts about their medical issues. Further, patients must trust health care providers to demonstrate impartial concern for the patients’ well-being. In providing care, the needs of the patients, rather than financial incentives, must drive medical practitioners. Without this trust, patients may not cooperate with diagnosis and treatment. In addition to trusting providers, care outcomes are better if patients trust the health care system as a whole.

But in a concerning trend, trust in the health care system has been on the decline. According to Gallup, in 1975, 80% of the public had confidence in the medical system, compared to only 38% in 2019. While the public generally trusts doctors, the public’s trust is lowest in health insurance companies and pharmaceutical companies—33% and 34% respectively.

4 Hall et al., supra note 1, at 621.
8 AM. BD. OF INTERNAL MED. FOUND., supra note 4, at 8.
There are many dynamic variables that affect trust in the health care system—rising health care costs, frustrations with insurance coverage, availability of physicians, access to care, media coverage of health care, and publicized scandals involving poor or fraudulent behavior. In recent years, stories of fraud at pharmaceutical companies, telemedicine companies, drug rehabilitation treatment centers, and other health care entities and providers have come to the surface and gained public awareness. These scandals have “contributed to mistrust and reduced confidence in health care entities.”

9 Robert J. Blendon, *Why Americans Don’t Trust the Government and Don’t Trust Healthcare, in The Trust Crisis in Healthcare: Causes, Consequences, and Cures* 24 (David A. Shore ed., 2007) (explaining that three types of scandals typically plague health care: medical error, problem doctors, and doctors or hospitals “bilk[ing] insurance companies or Medicare, fattening his or her own purse at the expense of premium payers or taxpayers”).


Troublingly, the decline in trust in health care has coincided with a decline in trust in the government, resulting in serious consequences for, and negative impacts on, health outcomes. During the COVID-19 pandemic, for example, many people refused to take COVID-19 vaccines, citing their distrust of pharmaceutical companies and the government. As a result, researchers at Brown University and Microsoft AI Health estimated that more than 300,000 deaths could have been avoided if every eligible adult had gotten vaccinated once the vaccines became available.

This Essay examines the government’s role in building and maintaining trust in health care providers and the health care system. Due to programs such as Medicare and Medicaid, the government is a “participant-payer” in the health care system as well as a “regulator-enforcer” of the system. To build trustworthy conditions, the government as regulator-enforcer ought to protect patients from providers who are driven by financial incentives rather than the needs of their patients. Such providers may otherwise sacrifice the standard of care for their own profit margins. In addition, the government ought to protect the integrity of federal health care programs, which provide stability to the most vulnerable members of our society. This protection comes in the form of health care fraud laws and regulations as well as the government’s enforcement activities. As participant-payer, the government needs to ensure that it runs its health care programs well. The government should also design payment policies that incentivize health care providers and institutions to prioritize the needs of their patients by providing cost-effective quality care. If the government could achieve these goals, it

---

15 See Confidence in Institutions, supra note 7.
16 Allana Akhtar, Some Americans Were Primed for Vaccine Skepticism After Decades of Mistrust in Big Pharma, INSIDER (Oct. 24, 2021, 7:35 AM), https://www.businessinsider.com/big-pharma-mistrust-contributed-to-vaccine-hesitancy-2021-8 (observing that “publicized claims of mismanagement and greed among some of the world’s largest pharmaceutical companies . . . have eroded public trust and, in turn, have contributed to vaccine hesitancy among some Americans”). Only 20% of Americans who said they will “definitely not” get a COVID-19 vaccine reported that they “trust pharmaceutical companies to provide reliable information.” Id.
17 Robert Towey, CNBC Poll Shows Very Little Will Persuade Unvaccinated Americans to Get Covid Shots, CNBC (Sept. 10, 2021, 11:10 AM), https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/10/cnbc-poll-shows-very-little-will-persuade-unvaccinated-americans-to-get-covid-shots.html (observing that “Americans who are unvaccinated against Covid-19 are largely driven by a mistrust of the government and fears over vaccine side effects, and there is very little that can be done to persuade them to get the shots, a new CNBC/Change Research poll reveals.”); see also Edelman, supra note 4, at 11 (explaining that those who chose not to receive the COVID-19 vaccine relied upon internet searches and friends and family, rather than national health care experts, when they made that choice).
18 Selena Simmons-Duffin & Koko Nakajima, This Is How Many Lives Could Have Been Saved with COVID Vaccinations in Each State, NPR (May 13, 2022, 5:01 AM), https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2022/05/13/1098071284/this-is-how-many-lives-could-have-been-saved-with-covid-vaccinations-in-each-sta [https://perma.cc/VRQ6-58YG].
would go a long way toward maintaining public trust in health care providers and institutions.

This Essay proceeds in three Parts. Part I lays a foundation by explaining the two types of trust that are central to health care: (1) interpersonal trust between doctors and their patients and (2) institutional trust in the health care system. Part II explains the government’s role as a regulator-enforcer of health care fraud laws and how this role affects trust in the health care system. It focuses on the government’s use of the Anti-Kickback Statute, Physician Self-Referral Law, and Physician Payments Sunshine Act, and how its enforcement of these laws simultaneously furthers—and potentially undermines—trust in health care. Part III explores how the government affects trust as a participant-payer through its payment systems—fee-for-service, managed care, and value-based reimbursement. This Essay concludes that if the government (as regulator-enforcer) wants to further trust in health care providers and the health care system, it must enact regulations to address the fraud risks in value-based reimbursement.

I. THE IMPORTANCE OF TRUST IN HEALTH CARE

Trust matters in health care because “it encourage[s] patients to volunteer intimate facts about their lives, cooperate with diagnosis and treatment, draw reassurance from medical explanations, and experience the doctor-patient relationship itself as empowering and comforting.” In return for that vulnerability, patients expect health care providers to share vital information concerning the possibilities and consequences of treatment. Perhaps more importantly, patients expect health care providers to act in the

---

19 Professor David Mechanic defines trust as “the expectation that individuals and institutions will meet their responsibilities to us.” David Mechanic, The Functions and Limitations of Trust in the Provision of Medical Care, 23 J. HEALTH POL’Y, POL’Y & L. 661, 662 (1998). He further discusses “five dimensions of trust: (1) expectations about physicians’ competence, (2) the extent to which doctors are concerned with their patients’ welfare, (3) physician control over decision making, (4) physicians’ management of confidential information, and (5) physicians’ openness in providing and receiving information.” Id. at 663–64; see also Claire A. Hill & Erin Ann O’Hara, A Cognitive Theory of Trust, 84 WASH. U. L. REV. 1717, 1724 (2006) (“Trust experts all seem to agree that trust is a state of mind that enables its possessor to be willing to make herself vulnerable to another—that is, to rely on another despite a positive risk that the other will act in a way that can harm the truster.”).

20 Bloche, supra note 2, at 924; see Hall et al., supra note 1, at 614 (“[T]rust has been hypothesized or shown to affect . . . patients’ willingness to seek care, reveal sensitive information, submit to treatment, . . . adhere to treatment regimens, remain with a physician, and recommend physicians to others.”).

21 See W. BRADLEY TULLY, FEDERAL ANTI-KICKBACK LAW § 1.B (2022) (“Because medicine is a learned profession, health care consumers are at an information deficit when it comes to making informed choices regarding when and from whom they will receive services.”).
patient’s best interest.\textsuperscript{22} Thus, good medical care depends on patients trusting in the fidelity of their health care providers.

In addition to trusting health care providers, the system works best if patients trust the health care system as a whole, from development-of-care companies to delivery-of-care companies and financing-of-care companies. After all, “patients are dependent on health care institutions to meet their needs for care, a vulnerability that can prove uncomfortable if they mistrust those institutions.”\textsuperscript{23} Studies have shown that trust in the health care system is a top determinant of good health behaviors.\textsuperscript{24} While patients typically trust their physicians based on direct experience, patients’ trust in medical institutions is often guided by informal public opinion and the media.\textsuperscript{25} Thus, institutional trust is more difficult to build and easier to lose than interpersonal trust.

This Part will examine key components of both interpersonal and institutional trust and argue that the government (as both regulator-enforcer and participant-payer) must play a key role in maintaining trust in health care providers and the health care system.

A. Trust in Health Care Providers (Interpersonal Trust)

The relationship of trust between doctors and patients does not follow the traditional model of trust.\textsuperscript{26} In most situations, relationships of trust are built gradually over time. As Professors Claire A. Hill and Erin Ann O’Hara have explained, “A person develops a sense of the trustworthiness of another across specific contexts, and these specific trust assessments appear to cumulate over time to inform a sense of residual trust that guides the general relationship.”\textsuperscript{27} Patients, instead, tend to place “[v]ery high levels of trust” in

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{22} Id. ("With this decision-making power and position of trust comes the physician’s responsibility to act as a fiduciary to ensure that decisions are made so as to further the best interests of the patient."); Lucy Gilson, Trust and the Development of Health Care as a Social Institution, 56 SOC. SCI. & MED. 1453, 1454 (2003) ("A health care provider is specifically expected to demonstrate impartial concern for the patient’s well-being."); Mechanic, supra note 19, at 667 ("[M]edicine has been viewed as a selfless endeavor in which physicians would suffer inconvenience and even hardships when major patient interests were at stake."); Kenneth Arrow, Uncertainty and the Welfare Economics of Medical Care, 53 AM. ECON. REV. 941, 949 (1963) (explaining that a physician’s “behavior is supposed to be governed by a concern for the customer’s welfare").
  \item \textsuperscript{23} Carly Parmitzke Smith, First, Do No Harm: Institutional Betrayal and Trust in Health Care Organizations, 10 J. MULTIDISCIPLINARY HEALTHCARE 133, 133 (2017).
  \item \textsuperscript{24} See, e.g., Edelman, supra note 4, at 16 (indicating that “higher trust in the health ecosystem” correlates with higher likelihood of vaccination and attending regular check-ups).
  \item \textsuperscript{25} Mechanic, supra note 19, at 662.
  \item \textsuperscript{26} Hill & O’Hara, supra note 19, at 1750, 1764.
  \item \textsuperscript{27} Id. at 1749.
\end{itemize}
their physicians. This high initial trust makes it more difficult for patients to accept information that counters their perception of the trustworthiness of their doctors. And sicker or more vulnerable patients trust their doctors even more than average patients. Thus, patients have a tendency to overtrust their doctors.

One area where patients may overtrust their doctors is with respect to the issue of fidelity. Patients want some guarantee that “the physician is using his knowledge to the best advantage” of the patient. Further, as noted above, patients expect physicians to act with impartial concern for the well-being of the patient. Unfortunately, when it comes to the issue of fidelity, patients suffer from asymmetries of information. Patients are in a vulnerable position because to a large extent, they “must delegate to the physician much of [their] freedom of choice . . . [because they do] not have the knowledge to make decisions on treatment, referral, or hospitalization.” Patients also do not know whether physicians are free from conflicts of interest, such as economic incentives to prescribe certain drugs, order tests from a particular laboratory, or refer patients to a particular specialist. Thus, they may be unable to recognize when a health care provider is putting her own financial interests ahead of the welfare of patients. Despite their lack of information, patients trust that their doctors have their patients’ best interests at heart.

Unfortunately, in some situations, doctors are driven by financial incentives in addition to or instead of the best interests of their patients. If such conflicts do arise, the doctor can potentially retain trust by disclosing the financial relationship and giving the patient other options. Avoiding

---

28 See Smith, supra note 23, at 134 (“Trust plays an insulating role in that it allows for mistakes or errors to be made in the provision of health care without disastrous consequences.”).

29 See Hill & O’Hara, supra note 19, at 1764 (“Some scholars describe the beliefs and behaviors of the sick patient as regressive—a return to an infantile state where the physician is placed in an all-powerful, parental role. Others note that ‘[e]ven short-term medical relationships can generate strong bonds and intense feelings of intimacy.’” (quoting Mark A. Hall, Law, Medicine, and Trust, 55 Stan. L. Rev. 463, 477 (2002))); Hall et al., supra note 1, at 615 (“Because trust arises from patients’ need for physicians, the greater the sense of vulnerability, the higher the potential for trust.”).

30 Hill & O’Hara, supra note 19, at 1764 (explaining that patients overtrust their doctors when they “trust them beyond what a rational calculative assessment would warrant”).

31 Hall et al., supra note 1, at 621 (“Fidelity is pursuing a patient’s best interests and not taking advantage of his or her vulnerability. This can be expressed through the related concepts of agency or loyalty, and it consists of caring, respect, advocacy, and avoiding conflicts of interest.”).

32 Arrow, supra note 22, at 965.

33 Id. at 965–66; see also Hill & O’Hara, supra note 19, at 1767 (explaining that patients often overtrust their doctors, which likely makes them “poor monitors of their doctors’ caregiving”).

34 See, e.g., Benjamin Ho, Why Trust Matters 210 (2021) (“[M]any have argued recently that the key to trust in the field of medicine is transparency. For example, the Sunshine Act provision of the
these conflicts of interest, or disclosing them when they do arise, reinforces
the patient’s belief that the physician’s loyalty is to the patient. But when
undisclosed conflicts, such as improper financial relationships between
physicians and pharmaceutical manufacturers, come to light, it harms the
physician relationship for patients directly involved and “threaten[s] trusting
relationships between all patients and their doctors.”36 Although patients can
forgive medical errors and still trust their doctors, the same cannot be said
when doctors act contrary to the best interests of the patient.37 Patients view
these situations as betrayals of trust and are unlikely to continue their doctor-
patient relationship.38 Thus, when it comes to health care fraud, the riskiest
part of the doctor–patient relationship is that a health care provider might
prioritize the provider’s financial interests to the detriment of the patient’s
well-being.

Because doctor–patient relationships are bolstered by trust but plagued
by asymmetries of information, the government (as regulator-enforcer) must
play a role in protecting patients. When patients overtrust their doctors, they
are less effective at monitoring them and fraud may result.39 As participant-
payer, the government also needs to make sure that its payment system
properly incentivizes health care providers to provide necessary care.
Without government regulation of the financial risks of the physician–patient
relationship, patients will be at a severe disadvantage and may be less
trusting of physicians.

B. Trust in the Health Care System (Institutional Trust)

Trust in the health care system is much more complicated and fragile
than trust in doctors.40 Trust in the health care system is much more likely to
follow the Hall and O’Hara model for building trust: rather than beginning

Affordable Care Act, passed during the Obama administration, has required increased disclosure by
doctors of payments received from pharmaceutical companies. Distrust breeds where information is
lacking.”); Mechanic, supra note 19, at 673 (explaining that nondisclosure of arrangements where
physicians make referrals to facilities in which they have an economic interest can erode trust).

Eli Y. Adashi, I. Glenn Cohen & Jacob T. Elberg, Transparency and the Doctor–Patient
Relationship—Rethinking Conflict-of-Interest Disclosures, 386 N. ENGL. J. MED. 300, 301 (2022); see
Carmel Shachar & Gregory Curfman, Reconsidering Health Care Fraud and Abuse Laws, 324 JAMA
1735, 1736 (2020) (“[T]hese payments may undermine the reputation and trust of the medical profession,
potentially damaging the complex relationship between patients and physicians.”).

See Smith, supra note 23, at 134.

Id. at 140.

Hill & O’Hara, supra note 19, at 1720.

Mark A. Hall, Arrow on Trust, 26 J. HEALTH POL’Y, POL’Y & L. 1131, 1140 (2001) (“Concerns
about the fragility of trust are appropriately directed to institutional trust in contrast with interpersonal
physician trust.”).
with residual trust, trust in institutions is built over time.\textsuperscript{41} Thus, each time patients visit a particular hospital (whether for themselves or a family member), they are evaluating the trustworthiness of the hospital. If the patient has a series of positive experiences at a hospital, such as being seen quickly, helpful staff interactions, and clear-cut billing, the patient will trust the hospital. In this way, “[t]rust is also iterative and self-reinforcing . . . which means that the organization that creates a trusted brand can count on sustained trust over lifetimes, even generations.”\textsuperscript{42} On the other hand, if a person has a history of positive interactions at a hospital and then has an incredibly negative experience, she may never return to that hospital or only do so when it is absolutely necessary (depending on one’s range of hospital choices). This can undermine the effectiveness of treatment by leading patients to make choices such as not complying with treatment or not seeking medical care when it is necessary.\textsuperscript{43} Thus, institutional trust “can be lost in a heartbeat.”\textsuperscript{44}

Much like interpersonal trust, however, fidelity is of high importance in maintaining trust in institutions. To have trust in institutions, patients need to believe that those institutions are concerned with the well-being of their patients. One concern that patients have about health care institutions is that institutional business models have “turned health care into an industry and patients into customers.”\textsuperscript{45} If patients are treated as customers, it is more difficult to foster trust because the patients do not believe that health care institutions have their patients’ best interests at heart. Instead, patients believe that health care institutions are driven by profit maximization and every interaction is transactional.\textsuperscript{46} As a result, patients tend to question the motives and incentives of health care institutions.\textsuperscript{47} This leads to a climate of distrust.

It should be noted, however, that interpersonal and institutional trust are not completely separate. They are intertwined.\textsuperscript{48}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{41} David A. Shore, \textit{Gaining Competitive Advantage in the Healthcare Marketplace by Building Trust, in The Trust Crisis in Healthcare: Causes, Consequences, and Cures} 149, 156 (David A. Shore ed., 2007).
  \item \textsuperscript{42} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{43} Smith, \textit{ supra} note 23, at 140.
  \item \textsuperscript{44} Shore, \textit{ supra} note 41, at 156.
  \item \textsuperscript{46} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{48} Smith, \textit{ supra} note 23, at 135.
\end{itemize}
in institutional trust can be “mutually supportive.”\textsuperscript{49} For example, strong interpersonal trust between a doctor and a patient can lead a patient to trust the hospital or other health care institution that employs the doctor or that the doctor recommends. Similarly, the stellar reputation of a hospital, such as the Johns Hopkins Hospital or Cedars-Sinai Medical Center,\textsuperscript{50} may convince a patient to trust the doctors in the hospital. The connection between the two is important to keep in mind as the government employs its enforcement strategy.

Much like with interpersonal trust, the government as participant-payer has an important role to fulfill in building institutional trust. If the government can institute a payment system that prioritizes patients, respects the medical judgment of doctors, and delivers quality care without incentivizing over or undertreatment, it will increase both interpersonal and institutional trust. Institutions will benefit because they will not be seen as only being concerned about the bottom line. Further, to the extent that the government does this successfully, private institutions will follow suit.

II. HEALTH CARE FRAUD ENFORCEMENT’S IMPACT ON TRUST

The government’s health care fraud enforcement efforts are principally centered around federal health care programs, such as Medicare and Medicaid. When Congress created the Medicare and Medicaid programs in 1965, and became a major participant-payer in the health care system by providing access to health insurance for millions of Americans,\textsuperscript{51} it was not concerned about fraud. Prior to enactment, Congress received pushback from the medical profession.\textsuperscript{52} As a result, Congress was concerned that providers would not participate in Medicare. Thus, it modeled Medicare after private insurance, such as Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans, where Medicare would make direct payments to health care providers using fee-for-service

\textsuperscript{49} Mechanic, supra note 47, at 174.


\textsuperscript{51} Social Security Amendments of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-97, 79 Stat. 286 (1965). The Medicare program provides health insurance to individuals aged sixty-five and older and the disabled without respect to wealth or income. Medicaid is a joint federal-state program that provides health insurance for those whose incomes fall below specific levels.

reimbursement. Congress wanted to create a system that reimbursed providers quickly because it did not want to discourage providers from participating in Medicare and Medicaid. These early choices in the creation of Medicare and Medicaid, while reasonable at the time, gave rise to fraud, waste, and abuse that went unchecked for many years because the government was slow to step into its regulatory and enforcement roles.

Despite its initial reluctance to do so, the government ultimately embraced its role as regulator-enforcer and began promoting trustworthy conditions through its enactment of health care fraud laws and its vigorous enforcement of these laws. As Professor David Mechanic has explained, “Good regulatory policy makes trust more possible by deterring or controlling its most risky aspects and by reassuring patients that they can trust safely.” The riskiest aspect of the doctor–patient relationship is that a doctor may put her own financial interests above the best interests of the patient. Given patients’ propensity to overtrust their doctors, it is imperative that the government protect patients from providers who are driven by financial incentives rather than the needs of their patients. This is necessary to maintain the interpersonal trust that is essential to well-functioning doctor–patient relationships. In addition, the government, as regulator-enforcer, ought to protect the integrity of federal health care programs, which can improve the institutional trust in the health care system as a whole. In this case, the question becomes whether the government’s regulatory policy and enforcement efforts actually build or restore trust to the health care system.

This Part will examine how anti-fraud laws, such as the Anti-Kickback Statute, the Physician Self-Referral Law, and the Physician Payments Sunshine Act contribute to or detract from interpersonal and institutional trust. It also examines the government’s enforcement efforts and how those efforts may undermine interpersonal and institutional trust.

A. The Anti-Kickback Statute and Physician Self-Referral Law (Stark)

Congress did not address fraud in Medicare and Medicaid until 1972, allowing fraud, waste, and abuse to fester for seven years after the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid. Congress passed the Anti-Kickback Statute (AKS) as part of amendments to the Social Security Act in 1972, which made it a misdemeanor to solicit or receive bribes or kickbacks in return for


54 Hill & O’Hara, supra note 19, at 1755 (“Law can promote trust by helping to minimize the likelihood of untrustworthy behavior.”).

55 Mechanic, supra note 19, at 663.
furnishing items or services for which payment is made by Medicare or Medicaid.56 With limited punitive power, the AKS was a weak and ineffective enforcement tool for addressing health care fraud and maintaining interpersonal trust. It was not until 1977, twelve years after the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid, that the AKS became a felony statute, making violations punishable by up to five years imprisonment.57

The AKS is the primary criminal statute used to prosecute health care fraud. As currently formulated, the AKS prohibits all providers that participate in federal health care programs from knowingly and willfully giving, receiving, or soliciting remuneration in exchange for patient referrals.58 The statute is designed to prevent the corruption of medical decision-making, overutilization, patient steering, and unfair competition.59 The concern with the corruption of medical decision-making is that if a provider receives a payment for a referral, then the referral decision may not be made with the best interests of the patient in mind. If providers are paid for referrals, the reasoning goes, then they may decide to increase their referrals (overutilization) or direct patients to providers furnishing the referral kickback (patient steering and unfair competition). This can lead to referrals and medical decisions that benefit the provider without any concomitant benefits for the patients. A criminal violation of the AKS can lead to up to ten years of imprisonment, up to $100,000 in fines, or both.60

Much like the AKS, the Physician Self-Referral Law (Stark Law),61 which was enacted in 1989,62 is designed to prevent providers’ conflicts of interest.63 It initially prohibited physicians from referring Medicare patients to clinical labs with which the physician had a financial relationship.64 The law was later expanded to prohibit physicians from referring Medicare patients for eleven types of services, “designated health services,” if the physician or family member has a financial relationship with the entity

57 Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments of 1977, Pub. L. No. 95–142, 91 Stat. 1175. The 1977 amendments broadened the AKS statute to prohibit “any remuneration (including kickbacks, bribe, or rebate) directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, in cash or in kind.” Id.
58 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b).
59 LAURA F. LAEMMLE-WEIDENFELD, LEGAL ISSUES IN HEALTH CARE FRAUD AND ABUSE 31 (5th ed. 2020).
60 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b).
61 Id. § 1395nn. The law is named after United States Congressman Pete Stark, who sponsored the initial bill in 1989.
63 83 Fed. Reg. 29,524, 29,525 (June 25, 2018) (“By design, the physician self-referral law is intended to disconnect a physician’s health care decision making from his or her financial interests in other health care providers and suppliers.”).
providing the designated health services. A financial relationship can be an ownership interest or a compensation arrangement. The regulations concerning when a financial relationship constitutes a compensation arrangement are extremely complex, making compliance with the law difficult. Violations of the Stark Law can lead to civil penalties of up to $15,000 per item billed, denial of payments for services, overpayment or refund obligations, and civil assessment of up to three times the amount claimed.

With their strong criminal and civil penalties, the AKS and Stark Law incentivize providers to act in the best interests of their patients rather than their own financial interest. This is a key component of interpersonal trust in the provider–patient relationship. Indeed, the American Medical Association’s Code of Medical Ethics provides that “[t]he primary objective of the medical profession is to render service to humanity; reward or financial gain is a subordinate consideration. Under no circumstances may physicians place their own financial interests above the welfare of their patients.” Thus, by enacting the AKS and Stark Law, and by vigorously enforcing them, the government reinforces the ethical obligations of providers and assists in creating trustworthy conditions for provider–patient relationships.

There is some question, however, about whether these laws are, in fact, vigorously enforced. The principal enforcement mechanism for the AKS is not criminal. Instead, the AKS is most often enforced through the civil False Claims Act (FCA), a statute designed to combat fraud against the government. Similarly, the FCA is the primary enforcement mechanism of the Stark Law. The FCA imposes a civil penalty and treble damages for knowingly presenting or causing to be presented false or fraudulent claims to the federal government for payment or approval. For purposes of the FCA, a reimbursement claim is considered false if it involves an underlying

---

66 Id.
67 AM. HOSP. ASS’N, LEGAL (FRAUD AND ABUSE) BARRIERS TO CARE TRANSFORMATION AND HOW TO ADDRESS THEM 4 (2017) (explaining that the Stark Law’s “oversight of compensation arrangements is built for a nearly outmoded system where physicians were self[-]employed, hospitals were separate entities, and the payment system treated them as operating in distinct silos. It micromanages the circumstances in which a compensation arrangement is permitted, the amount paid and the manner in which the compensation is calculated.”).
AKS or Stark Law violation. The FCA allows individuals, known as qui tam relators, to bring actions on behalf of the government for violations of the AKS and Stark Law. The government then has the option to take over the action, decline to intervene and allow the individual to proceed, or move to dismiss the action. Relators are incentivized to act as whistleblowers and bring FCA cases because they can receive up to 30% of the government’s recovery.

The fact that relators and the government use the FCA to enforce the AKS and Stark Law may lessen the government’s ability (as regulator-enforcer) to further interpersonal and institutional trust. Importantly, it shifts the government’s focus from policing conflicts of interest and promoting trustworthy conditions to recovery of federal funds. It also reduces the government’s autonomy in making enforcement decisions because enforcement is largely driven by qui tam suits. In addition, these cases often focus on technical violations (such as the proper method under Stark to distribute bonuses) rather than actual patient harm from improper financial incentives. This leads to inconsistent enforcement of the AKS and Stark Law.

Further, it may reduce the deterrent value of the AKS criminal sanction because health care providers and institutions may believe that they can simply settle these cases civilly and thereby avoid the criminal penalties and their collateral consequences. Thus, if the government wants its enforcement efforts to build trust in the health care system, it must take control of the enforcement of the AKS and Stark Law and bring the focus away from FCA cases. Unfortunately, given the level of recoveries that result from FCA cases—over $2 billion in the 2022 fiscal year alone—it is unlikely
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72 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(g).
74 Id. § 3730(b)–(c).
75 Id. § 3730(d) (2018). The relator’s recovery is limited to 25% if the government intervenes in the suit, or 30% if the government does not intervene in the suit. Id.
76 Krause, supra note 70, at 203.
78 Krause, supra note 70, at 126–27, 201.
79 An AKS criminal conviction leads to automatic exclusion from participation in federal health care programs. It is still possible for an entity to be excluded based on an FCA violation, but such exclusion is discretionary, and if the providers enter into a Corporate Integrity Agreement (CIA) as part of their settlement, it usually spares the provider from exclusion. See generally Katrice Bridges Copeland, Enforcing Integrity, 87 IND. L.J. 1033 (2012) (explaining the use of CIAs and arguing that CIAs are ineffective as standalone enforcement mechanisms).
that the government intends to change course which jeopardizes interpersonal and institutional trust.80

B. The Physician Payments Sunshine Act

The Physician Payments Sunshine Act established the Open Payments program, which requires pharmaceutical and medical device manufacturers to report all gifts and payments that they make to physicians.81 This law was passed following a series of lawsuits in which pharmaceutical companies and medical device manufacturers paid settlements of billions of dollars for providing bribes and kickbacks to doctors to induce them to prescribe their drugs and devices.82 Unlike the AKS and Stark Law, the Physician Payments Sunshine Act uses transparency in reporting rather than prohibition of payments to achieve its goal of discouraging pharmaceutical companies and medical device manufacturers from providing bribes and kickbacks to physicians.83 There are, however, financial penalties for failure to report.84

Presumably, transparency of payments will further interpersonal trust between patients and their health care providers because patients can verify that their providers are not receiving bribes and kickbacks and be reassured of their physicians’ fidelity. It may even improve institutional trust in pharmaceutical companies and medical device manufacturers if their behavior changes in response to that transparency. But, ten years into the program, there is “little evidence” that the Open Payments program has

---


81 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7(b)(1)(A), (e)(2), (e)(6).


83 Adashi et al., supra note 36, at 300 (“Open Payments aims to use transparency to discourage improper payments and encourage[ ] physicians to make decisions uninfluenced by compensation from manufacturers.”).

84 The statute includes a civil monetary penalty between $1,000 and $10,000 for each unreported payment. 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7(b). If a manufacturer “knowingly” fails to report payments, the manufacturer is subject to a civil monetary penalty between $10,000 and $100,000 for each unreported payment. Id.
changed the behavior of pharmaceutical companies or medical device manufacturers. And, despite the fact that the information about payments is publicly available, patients are likely unaware of the information’s existence. According to one study, only 3% of patients actually looked up their physicians on Open Payments. If patients do not know about the information, then there can be no resultant impact on interpersonal or institutional trust.

Dr. Adashi and Professors I. Glenn Cohen and Jacob Elberg have argued that it may be “time to consider whether practitioners should be required to disclose financial relationships directly to patients” because “[t]here is some evidence that mandatory disclosure policies cause professionals to avoid entering into relationships that would create a conflict of interest to avoid having to report them.” Even if the payment information is disclosed directly to patients, however, patients may not know how to interpret this information from physicians—some payments may indicate that the doctor is an expert being compensated at fair market value for his expertise while others may be nefarious. However, requiring doctors to disclose payments directly to patients does not guarantee an increase of interpersonal or institutional trust. Patients are principally concerned about fidelity. They may decide that they can trust their provider because of the disclosure, but it is also possible that they could become suspicious of their doctors’ motives. It is possible that excessive regulations requiring disclosure of financial conflicts may actually confirm attitudes of distrust rather than build trust.

The use of disclosure rather than prohibition and resultant penalties may be less effective at maintaining trust because it is more difficult to police compliance with the requirements. Even if disclosure requirements were required to be in writing and signed by patients, there is still no guarantee of actual, as opposed to constructive, disclosure. Thus, patients may not receive vital information that they need to make judgements about the trustworthiness of their doctors.

85 Adashi et al., supra note 36, at 300.
86 Id.
88 Adashi et al., supra note 36, at 300–01.
89 Id. at 301.
90 See Hall, supra note 40, at 1141.
III. PAYMENT SYSTEMS AND TRUST

The government’s role as a participant-payer in the health care system is significant. National health care expenditures reached $4.3 trillion in 2021, or 18.3% of U.S. gross domestic product.91 Medicare spending grew to $900.8 billion in 2021, approximately 21% of total national health care expenditures.92 Medicaid spending grew to $734 billion in 2021 which accounted for 17% of national health care expenditures.93 Importantly, like with private insurance, the government program—rather than the actual recipient of the services—pays for the health care services. The government’s concerns as a participant-payer of health care services are different than those as a regulator. In this context, the government’s primary concern is “to provide its beneficiaries with the health care coverage . . . that federal and state governments have required.”94 Thus, the government as participant-payer can further trustworthy conditions by ensuring that its programs like Medicare and Medicaid are well run and meet the needs of their participants. This would demonstrate fidelity. The government has been largely successful on this score. Both Medicare and Medicaid are popular programs, and the majority of Americans think they work well.95

With hundreds of billions of government health care dollars at stake, the system of payment is incredibly important. This is because fraudulent schemes “thrive on the ingenuity of perpetrators in manipulating a system in which the payer of services is a different party from the person receiving the services.”96 This Part will examine how fee-for-service reimbursement and managed care have damaged institutional trust in the health care system. It will also assess whether the newest system of payment, value-based

---

93 Id.
96 LOUCKS, supra note 94, § 3.1.
Health Care Fraud and the Erosion of Trust

reimbursement, has the potential to restore institutional trust in the health care system.

A. Fee-For-Service Reimbursement’s Effect on Trust

Historically, the government has used a fee-for-service reimbursement mechanism in Medicare and Medicaid. Under fee-for-service reimbursement, the provider receives payment for each service or product provided to the patient. This payment method incentivizes providers to increase the number of claims because the higher the volume of services or items that a provider furnishes, the more the government (as the third-party insurer) will pay the provider. Further, the fact that a third party is paying the bill “results in a lack of cost consciousness in health care purchasing decisions.”

Patients also play a role in driving up health care costs in a fee-for-service environment by accepting arguably excessive care recommendations. Patients often view the provision of more care as good care. And because patients are not paying directly for their care, it “strengthens patients’ own bias towards using whatever methods are available when their health is at stake.” In addition, patients may not be aware of providers’ financial incentives to increase services and provide more costly health care. Thus, when doctors recommend additional tests or treatments, patients go along because they believe the recommendation is in their own best interests and they trust the recommendation of their doctor.

Unfortunately, the fee-for-service reimbursement method is a major driver of fraud in federal health care programs such as Medicare. The majority of health care fraud cases involve some form of false billing.

---

97 See supra note 53 and accompanying text.
98 Jessica L. Mantel, Accountable Care Organizations: Can We Have Our Cake and Eat It Too?, 42 SETON HALL L. REV. 1393, 1403 (2012).
100 See, e.g., id. at 10 (“Because a third party is footing most of the bill, patients are eager to receive (and have now come to expect and demand) all care that is of any conceivable benefit.”).
103 LOUCKS, supra note 94, § 3.I. Loucks explains:
At its core, a false bill asserts some lie about whether, how, where, or when a service or item was provided. Every health insurer has rules regarding claims: The service must be provided in a
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Providers and institutions take advantage of the fee-for-service system to the government and public’s detriment. It is not simply providing unnecessary care that is at issue; some doctors and institutions falsify bills to make it seem as though they have provided more items or services than the patient actually received. Further, the government as participant-payer has historically employed a pay-and-chase model where it pays claims quickly and then identifies overpayments or fraud at a later date. This further incentivizes false claims because providers may believe that they are unlikely to get caught. As patients become aware of fraudulent billing schemes through media reports or other means, their institutional trust declines because the fraud demonstrates a lack of fidelity on the part of providers.

Ultimately, fifty-plus years of abuse of the fee-for-service system in federal health care programs has given fee-for-service the appearance of being untrustworthy. Despite the well-known problems with fee-for-service reimbursement, the government as participant-payer has been slow to address the reimbursement system. This failure undermines the government’s efforts as regulator-enforcer to further trustworthy conditions in the health care system.

B. Managed Care

In the 1990s, managed care became popular with private insurers as a means to limit the out of control costs from third-party payment systems that principally relied on fee-for-service as a reimbursement mechanism. Managed care organizations “intervene[]” between the doctor and the patient, and through such processes as utilization review and capitation . . . limits the defined manner to an eligible beneficiary; the care must be necessary and reasonable; and certain ‘coverage criteria’ must be met. Fraudulent billers will cut these corners.

Id. 104


106 Michelle M. Kwon, Move Over Marcus Welby, M.D. and Make Way for Managed Care: The Implications of Capitation, Gap Clauses, and Economic Credentialing, 28 TEX. TECH. L. REV. 829, 831 (1997). The federal government ultimately followed suit with managed care in Medicaid and Medicare, but it is much different than the managed care for private insurance plans that arrived in the early to mid-1990s. See generally MEDICAID AND CHIP PAYMENT AND ACCESS COMM’N, REPORT TO CONGRESS: THE EVOLUTION OF MANAGED CARE IN MEDICAID (2011), https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-MACPAC-2011-06/pdf/GPO-MACPAC-2011-06.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q75X-JFRF].
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ultimate payment received by the health care provider.”

In addition, the incentives for doctors in a managed care context are drastically different than a fee-for-service system. In many managed care plans, physicians are paid by capitation, and typically consists of a fixed rate per patient. Thus, physicians are incentivized to minimize treatment and keep costs down because if the physician’s services for a patient exceed the monthly capitation amount, the physician bears the loss. Thus, primary care physicians in a managed care setting must constantly evaluate the cost of care they are providing to their patients.

The structure of and incentives in managed care organizations negatively impacts both interpersonal and institutional trust. Professor Daniel P. Maher has argued that managed care has turned physicians into “double agents” whose loyalty is divided between the well-being of the individual patient and the financial constraints of the managed care organization. If patients know that financial incentives are driving the decisions that physicians make, then patients lose trust in their physicians, and “patients are reduced to looking upon their physicians with suspicion.” And, in many situations, patients did not know what treatment options were being withheld from them because of gag clauses that prevented physicians from telling their patients about alternative treatment options.

107 Daniel N. Burton & Michael S. Popok, Managed Care 101, 72 FLA. B.J. 26, 28 (1998); Kwon, supra note 106, at 830–31 (“Managed care is defined as ‘[a]ny type of intervention in the delivery and financing of health care that is intended to eliminate unnecessary and inappropriate care and to reduce costs.’” (quoting Deven C. McGraw, Financial Incentives to Limit Services: Should Physicians Be Required to Disclose These to Patients?, 83 GEO. L.J. 1821, 1825 (1995))).

108 Kwon, supra note 106, at 838. The capitated fee is determined through a risk-rating process and considers factors about patients in the risk pool such as age, sex, family history, income, and education. Id. In theory, if one patient exceeds the capitated amount, this cost is “offset by payments made for a patient with costs below the capitated amount.” Id. Managed care can have other payment models, such as bonus or withhold arrangements where physicians are either rewarded or partial payment is withheld depending on the physician’s ability to control costs and limit referrals, hospital stays, and emergency room visits. Id. at 838–39. A full discussion of all of the payment models for managed care organizations is beyond the scope of this Essay.

109 Id. at 838; Patricia K. Greenstreet, The Perils of Managed Care, WASH. ST. BAR NEWS, Apr. 1996, at 28, 28.

110 Daniel P. Maher, Managed Care and Undividing Loyalties, 18 J. CONTEMP. HEALTH L. & POL’Y 703, 704 (2002) (asserting that managed care, in trying to control costs, can “concentrate[] the physician’s attention on his or her own personal interests precisely at the time that the physician is supposed to be suppressing those interests in favor of the patient”).

111 Id.

112 Kwon, supra note 106, at 845–47 (explaining the criticisms directed at managed care organizations for their use of gag clauses). Due to the poor public image surrounding gag clauses, many states passed legislation prohibiting gag clauses. Id. at 848.
managed care created a “climate of distrust” between patients and their physicians.\textsuperscript{133}

Similarly, institutional trust was damaged by the managed care revolution because patients’ health care choices were limited, and patients believed that physicians’ health care decisions were being overseen or questioned based on cost rather than the needs of the patients. Many employers stopped offering indemnity plans and only offered HMOs to their employees which limited the employees’ ability to choose providers. In addition, managed care placed significant barriers between patients and access to the care that they needed through, among other things, utilization review, limited access to specialists, and preauthorization requirements for expensive medical services, such as surgery.\textsuperscript{134}

Over time, there was a huge backlash to managed care. The media began reporting stories about managed care plans denying services to cancer patients and sick children.\textsuperscript{135} The public began to worry whether coverage would be available to them when they needed it.\textsuperscript{136} Ultimately, the financial incentives and administrative burdens of managed care eroded patients’ trust in managed care and the health care system more generally. Indeed, only 29\% of people expressed confidence in managed care in 2000 compared to 51\% in 1997.\textsuperscript{137} Although managed care plans have evolved significantly and provide more choices to patients than they did in the 1990s, the public perception of them as limiting choices and rationing care has not changed. The negative public perception of managed care may affect the government’s ability as participant-payer to transition to value-based reimbursement.

\textit{C. The Shift to Value-Based Reimbursement}

In 2018, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) launched the “Regulatory Sprint to Coordinated Care” to accelerate the

\textsuperscript{133} Hall, \textit{supra} note 40, at 1140.

\textsuperscript{134} Timothy S. Hall, \textit{Bargaining with Hippocrates: Managed Care and the Doctor-Patient Relationship}, 54 S.C. L. REV. 689, 694–95 (2003) (explaining the external controls placed on physicians’ spending decisions); \textit{see also} Maher, \textit{supra} note 110, at 705 (explaining that “the difficulty patients encounter when dealing with the administrative end of managed care might be a deliberately chosen strategy to control costs by discouraging access to the system”).

\textsuperscript{135} David Mechanic, \textit{The Rise and Fall of Managed Care}, 45 J. HEALTH & SOC. BEHAV. 76, 80 (2004).

\textsuperscript{136} \textit{Id.} (explaining that there was not objective evidence that this was actually happening, but the perception was enough for the backlash).

\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Id.} at 76 (citing a Harris poll in May 2000 and explaining that only tobacco companies ranked lower than managed care at 28\%).
transition from fee-for-service to a value-based system.\textsuperscript{118} Value-based reimbursement puts the focus on quality of care rather than quantity of care.\textsuperscript{119} Under value-based models, providers seek relationships with other providers and organizations to provide continuity of care.\textsuperscript{120} Thus, payments are based on health outcomes and cost reductions. Because value-based reimbursement requires coordination of care between providers and financial incentives for cost reductions, the AKS and Stark laws (which are focused on separating financial incentives from care decisions) would stand in the way of coordinated care. To remedy the conflict with existing fraud and abuse laws, HHS Office of Inspector General and HHS Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services issued Final Rules that introduce new safe harbor protections under AKS and Stark for certain coordinated and risk-sharing agreements.\textsuperscript{121} The end result is that value-based compensation is exempted from AKS and Stark so long as they meet the strict regulatory requirement of the safe harbors.\textsuperscript{122}

Although the safe harbors remove significant impediments to the transition to value-based care, they do not address the potential for fraud in value-based reimbursement systems. Value-based reimbursement will likely remedy the misaligned incentives that exist in fee-for-service and managed care. Notably, value-based reimbursement will probably reduce overutilization by making it less profitable to order additional tests or treatment. In addition, it will remove incentives for undertreatment because health care providers are paid based on outcome. Thus, failure to treat could lead to negative health outcomes and lower compensation for physicians.


\textsuperscript{120} See Jacqueline Garry Lampert & Dave Kendall, Clearing a Regulatory Path for Value-Based Health Care, THIRD WAY (2018). As OIG has observed, however, these “arrangements, including those that improve or maintain quality of care, reduce waste, and/or increase efficiency, may implicate the Federal fraud and abuse laws.” Id. at 7. As a result, CMS and OIG have waived the requirements of AKS and other fraud laws to carry out the shared savings program. Id. at 7–8.


\textsuperscript{122} A full discussion of the value-based safe harbors and their requirements is beyond the scope of this Essay.
Nevertheless, there are fraud risks inherent in value-based reimbursement as well. Value-based arrangements require providers to take on financial risk based on the quality of the care they provide. Some providers may view value-based payments as “a threat to their livelihood because they will lose the certainty that comes from being paid based on the services they provide.” As a result, some providers may falsify data to earn incentives or prevent a reduction in payment based on quality measures. This type of fraud would greatly harm trust in both individual providers and institutions because it would demonstrate a lack of fidelity to patients.

Value-based reimbursement has great potential to increase patient trust through higher quality of health care and control of costs. As Professor David Mechanic argued in 1998, “[T]o the extent that [quality assurance processes and performance measures] achieve legitimacy in professional communities and with the public, they have the potential to contribute to patient trust.” The key, however, will be legitimacy with the public. The transition from fee-for-service to value-based reimbursement is not going to happen overnight. It will take many years to completely convert our system for both public and private payers. In the interim, the government needs to rigorously enforce the requirements of the safe harbors to minimize fraud risks. At the same time, the government must continue its efforts in the fee-for-service reimbursement space. The government will also likely need a public relations campaign to convince the public of both the merit of value-based care and how it differs from managed care, or it may risk a similar backlash and loss of trust that happened in the 1990s.

Ultimately, in accordance with the Hill and O’Hara model, it will take time and experience with value-based reimbursement before patients have interpersonal and institutional trust in the reimbursement system. Patients need to trust that doctors working in a value-based reimbursement environment have their best interests at heart. Specifically, they will need to see that their doctors’ autonomy in decision-making is being respected and not overridden by the administrators of the system. They will also require some showing that care is not being rationed. To gain institutional trust,

123 Copeland, supra note 104, at 120.
124 Id.
126 Khullar, supra note 14, at 508 (“The shift toward value-based care provides an opportunity for payers, clinicians, and health organizations to work together to improve quality and stabilize costs.”).
127 Mechanic, supra note 19, at 677–78.
128 Khullar, supra note 14, at 508 (“It may take time to reverse decades of care fragmentation and misaligned incentives facilitated by fee-for-service payment.”).
patients will need to see the promises of value-based reimbursement realized—improvements in quality of care and coordination of care, and reduction of health care costs—before they will fully trust the system.

Despite the great potential for improvements in quality and trust, there is still reason for concern. At this point, the government has exempted qualifying value-based arrangements from the two major health care fraud laws without implementing a new law to specifically address the fraud risks that exist in value-based arrangements. The failure to tackle the fraud risks in value-based arrangements could lead to further distrust in the health care system. The government (as regulator-enforcer) simply cannot afford to make the same mistakes it made when it came to implementing sufficiently deterrent fraud laws to deal with risks of fee-for-service reimbursement in Medicare and Medicaid. The government should act immediately to consider criminal fraud and abuse laws that specifically target the risks of falsified data and undertreatment in value-based reimbursement. Although the civil FCA will still be available in the absence of new fraud and abuse laws, it may be more prudent to have a criminal health care fraud provision that addresses value-based reimbursement. The deterrent effect of a criminal law would go a long way toward building both interpersonal and institutional trust.

CONCLUSION

The importance of the government’s role in maintaining trust in the health care system cannot be understated. Government regulation and enforcement of conflict-of-interest laws sends a strong message to health care providers, institutions, and patients about the importance of placing the interest of patients above any competing financial interests. This fidelity is essential to a healthy therapeutic relationship between patients and physicians. It is also critical for trust in health care institutions.

Similarly, the government’s role in setting payment policy is critical to properly aligning the incentives of both providers and institutions to furnish quality care that is necessary and of high quality. Although the government has struggled in creating an appropriate payment system, the government’s transition to a value-based reimbursement model is incredibly promising for restoring trust and properly aligning incentives to prevent over or undertreatment of patients. But the government in its regulatory role must step up and address the specific fraud risks inherent in these types of arrangements. Otherwise, they risk a situation where fraud and abuse go unchecked in value-based reimbursement. If patients are to put their trust in doctors and institutions being paid under a value-based reimbursement system, they need assurance that the government is closely monitoring fraud
and protecting the interests of patients. The government cannot afford to take a wait-and-see approach with respect to fraud in value-based reimbursement. Such an approach may undermine the goals of value-based reimbursement and lead patients not to trust the new system.